Evolution of the cognitive proteome: from static to dynamic network models.
Integrative analysis of the neuronal synapse proteome has uncovered an evolutionarily conserved signalling complex that underpins the cognitive capabilities of the brain. Highly dynamic, cell type specific and intricately regulated, the synaptic proteome presents many challenges to systems biology approaches, yet this is likely to be the best route to unlock a new generation of neuroscience research and CNS drug development that society so urgently demands. Most systems biology approaches today have focussed on exploiting protein-protein interaction data to their fullest extent within static interaction models. These have revealed structure-function relationships within the protein network, uncovered new candidate genes for genetic studies and drug research and development and finally provided a means to study the evolution of the system. The rapid maturation of medium and high-throughput biochemical technologies means that dissecting the synapse proteome's dynamic complexity is fast becoming a reality. Here we look at these new challenges and explore rule-based modelling as a basis for a new generation of synaptic models.